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About This Game

We are delighted to inform that Sky Clash: Lords of Clans 3D has been released on Steam. We've poured our hearts and souls
into the development of this game and hope look forward to getting it into the hands of as many players as possible.

You have a great chance to become the first who can play and share your thought with other players.
Please do it right now!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/630140/

Are you a big fan of platform games? Can your nerves tolerate a high level of difficulty? If your answer is yes, then get your
jumping skills ready for a new Super Meat Boy and Defrag (Quake3Arena) inspired platformer Run Rabbit Run!

Run Rabbit Run is a dangerously addicting and delightfully challenging game about a bunny angry for carrots. The bunny runs
and jumps. And guess what? It also dies a lot. Will you manage to leap over increasingly perilous obstacles and keep your bunny

in one piece? Skillful control of jumps, velocity and inertia will allow you to succeed.

Features:
• Comic book style pictorial intro story

• Classical platforming elements and fresh jumping mechanics
• Quickfire nature of levels

• Responsive, finely tuned gameplay
• Stylized silhouetted characters and background

• Well-balanced contrast-based art
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• Gorgeous soundtrack featuring live instrumentation and a variety of styles and moods
• 2 tricky chapters and additional "secret" levels

• Tons of challenge and a dose of silliness

Each level in the game is carefully structured and revolves around traversing various obstacles, including spike pits and circular
saws of all shapes and sizes. That can be a tricky task unless you are skilled enough to have a perfect control over your jumps.
You have to make sure to attain the proper velocity for each jump but you should never forget about inertia which is another
important factor to consider. There should not be too much or too little inertia, but just enough to land safely on a platform as

any brush with a nearby spike or circular saw is a certain death.

There is no wall-jumping in Run Rabbit Run - good news for players who find it annoying! Instead, there is another challenge
which is managing inter-jump velocity in order to land on a platform mid-air. This adds another skill level to the game and a

fresh jumping mechanic that you are sure to enjoy.

A thrilling gameplay is complemented with stylish and tasteful artwork. Serene pastel-colored background in the game suggests
an atmosphere of tranquility that makes an interesting juxtaposition with the blood-spattered circular saws and spike pits. The

silhouettes of the bunny and other animals against the images of trees, snow-capped mountains and cityscape look charming and
touching. All this, tied together with an incredible soundtrack, delivers a mixture of blood, action, style and drive that should not

be missed!
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A kinda decent dlc. I hate your guts.. Great soundtrack, but it's missing music from the starting area. It is pretty inexpensive and
it comes with unused soundtracks to make up for it, so it's not that bad.. It was recommended by a friend, but there's too much
repetitive backtracking.. The descriptions of each historical event in this "game" are just blatantly plagiarized from Wikipedia.
As soon as I started it up I began looking up the events that are on the timelines and they are almost identical to the into
paragraphs on Wikipedia. Calling this a quiz game is also misleading since it really is just an interactive timeline. The game is
really only useful for looking at the timeline and finding historical events that you didn't know existed. The timeline is neat and I
enjoyed looking at the historical events of different countries lined up but it does not offer any content that is worth paying for.
Id say if you buy this game that you can get all of the content in about 30 minutes by writing down the names of the events you
didn't know about and then looking them up elsewhere. I will be requesting a refund.. What is I Shall Remain?

Genre: Top Down Third Person Action RPG
Setting: Civilian searching his MIA brother in New York City during a zombie apokalypse after WWII
Difficulty: 2\/10 - 10\/10 - depends on selected difficulty
Length: up to 30 hours to complete the whole campaign, more than at least 100 hours to unlock all achievements
Mode: singleplayer campaign, singleplayer Last Man Standing
Similar games: Fall Out 1&2, Cold Zero, Survivalist, amongst others

What's good about I Shall Remain?

- apocalyptic atmosphere
- infection of the main character that needs to be cured as a dynamic factor
- lots of upgrades to unlock (called "doctrines")
- well designed side quests which will improve certain skills upon completion
- boss monsters with special loot

The negative aspects:

- not that much weapon and item variety
- weapons break and infection level rises fast - which make especially higher difficulty levels pretty tough
- sounds are pretty basic
- unlocking all achievements requires at least 10 full playthroughs

Result (and summary for those who have no time reading):

A well made Action RPG, I Shall Remain provides lots of important ingredients for a motivating game: special loot and boss
monsters, many upgrade options and side quests make up for fighting a zombie apocalypse in an atmospheric NYC setting.
Being infected yourself, time is an important factor. On the other hand, the game lacks item variety and conditions can be harsh
- your weapons do break fast. If you're in for achievements, bring some time - to get the 100% mark, you'll need 10 full
playthroughs.

Still reading? Go buy it!. This is a great Halloween game,and super cute (especially the ending and the extra). i think more rides
on the deluxe edition overall a very good game
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Best Music(classical)ive ever heard in a wargame!.Great Boardgame conversion also,the Counters have some of the sexiest
Artwork ive seen to date.don't miss this franchise Folksies!...If i was a richman id gift this to all my Wargaming buds!,and trust
me on the Music!. I don't remember, that I played this game.

EDIT: I still don't remember.... This pack contains Graydles, my favorite archetype in the game! When a graydle monster is
destroyed by battle, or their respective color of effect (green->spell, purple->trap, yellow->monster) you can take control of one
monster the opponent controls and use it against them! Using your own opponents deck to beat them down is never as much fun
as it is with graydles ;P. The game is quite interesting, especially in terms of gameplay. It is a pity that the game has only 9
levels, I would like to see new types of weapons and their customization. another thing I wanted to draw attention to-soundtrack,
it is needed here! I hope that later the developer will add additional content.. Casual version of Super Meat Boy.

A short game (3~4 hours for 100% completion) with precision platforming in a casual style. The player character does not
jump, instead it floats like a jetpack.. My only problem with the game was that it was over before I knew it.

Still, quite well done and I would love to see more like it.. Game seems fine but controls are terrible, i know this is a ship can't
turn smoothly ect but that control system is incredible annoying!. This game is just what it describes itself as - a two-sticks
arcade shooter where you have limited lives and try to get as far as you can.

I was recently thinking about such simple "pick up and just be playing" games again, so this hits the spot. It's fun, and while it
starts easy enough to warm you up (or to be OK to pick up for a young kid who's early to games) it gets more and more swarmy
with each wave. I like that it's challenging enough for me to enjoy but that little family members who can't do major games can
play something out of this too.

Note that I had the benefit of playing it with a gamepad where I used both sticks - I haven't looked at what the mouse\/keyboard
controls are, but with a two-sticks gamepad you move with the left stick and fire with the right stick. Like if you push the right
stick to the left you're firing to the left, even if you're moving up and down. For those who haven't played two-sticks shooters,
be aware that if you're moving down to get away from an enemy (for example) you'll want to adjust the direction you're pressing
on your right stick as you go since the enemy is not on your left now but above you. (I realize this is a given to anyone who has
played this kind of game before, but this is for those who haven't.)

I like this game. For the price, it's great. It also reminds me of when in the 90s you could find fun little gems in PC game
software that weren't overly-done-up but that you kept going back to when you were at that certain aunt's house looking for
something to do.
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